
Normative contestation in the age 
of social media

   a framework for analysis



Standards of appropriate behavior for actors with a given identity

A grammar for social interactions, setting parameters for what is correct and incorrect

Approval is usually reserved for extraordinary performance; conformity often goes 

unnoticed or unremarked. Disapproval needs only the slightest deviation to become 

noticed, remarked upon, and sanctioned

There are no bad norms from the vantage points of those who promote the norm

Norms





Theoretical underpinnings
International norm dynamics and political change - M. Finnemore & K. Sikkink (1998)

- Describes how norms emerge, spread and become commonsensical (and make 

alternatives unthinkable)

- Has primarily been used to study global (state) politics



The norm life cycle
1. Emergence



Emergence
The norm entrepreneur

- An individual who creates, improves upon, or replaces existing norms

- Needs a conducive and/or contestable social context

- A platform from which to reach the relevant audience
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The norm entrepreneur

- An individual who creates, improves upon, or replaces existing norms

- Needs a conducive and/or contestable social context

- A platform from which to reach the relevant audience

Framing

- Interpretation and narration

- Can change what people construe as being fair and friendly

- The more it resonates, the more receptive the audience

- Often connected with other, established and adjacent norms





The norm life cycle
1. Emergence

- Tipping point



The tipping point
The point at which a critical mass of peers endorse an emergent norm

Quantification contingent on context

Traditionally measured by tacit or explicit (state) endorsement

Non-conformity untenable after this point



The norm life cycle
1. Emergence

- Tipping point

2. Cascade



Cascade
Whether or not non-conformers can be shamed into conforming is a good indication 

of whether or not a norm is successfully cascading

Depending on the specificities of the norm, the severity of the consequences varies

Conforming to a new norm that has surpassed the tipping point is a part of an ongoing 

process by which people demonstrate to the community that they have a legitimate 

place in that community

Example: #metoo, waves of condemnation/support







The norm life cycle
1. Emergence

- Tipping point

2. Cascade

3. Internalisation



Internalisation
Becoming ‘the norm’

Obvious, a matter of course, commonsensical

Unseen and rarely discussed, except in cases of noticeable transgression



What norms are more likely to prevail?
Clear, direct messages

Those that refer to literal harm, particularly of the vulnerable, are hardest to criticise

Example: Students must be protected from psychological harm (safe spaces, trigger 

warnings) - this is securitisation, and very effective in normative arguments

Children’s safety, the root of the argument on both sides of the vaccination argument

 





Normative contestation/norm polarisation
Differing opinion on what constitutes appropriate behaviour

The antipreneur - defending the normative status quo

‘Team allegiance’ based on identity

In- and out group dynamics apply





  The Norm Life Cycle on Social Media

relevant factors and neologisms



Memes
Tools for conveying cultural information

Traditionally but not exclusively combining image macros with a concept or 

catchphrase

Commentary on (small- or large scale) culturally relevant phenomena that resonate 

with small or large subsets of people





Normative memes
Memes that convey social meanings/values

May support/conform to or denounce/transgress existing/established norms

Explicit or implicit, humorous or solemn









Trolls
A person who starts quarrels or upsets people on the Internet to distract and sow 

discord

Posts inflammatory and digressive, irrelevant, or off-topic messages in an online 

community with the intent of provoking readers into displaying emotional responses, 

and normalizing tangential discussion

For amusement or a specific gain

Normative trolls typically take extreme positions, which polarises communities further



Astroturfing
The practice of masking the sponsors of a message or organisation to make it appear as 

though it originates from and is supported by grassroot participants

Corporations or groups pretending to be real people who endorse a norm





Virtue signalling
Conspicuous expression of moral values

An integral part of social life, and essential for the norm entrepreneur

Signals conformity or opposition to established or emerging norms

Retweets, hashtags, (announced) unsubscribing, profile picture filters

Considered offensive or absurd to the normative opposition

Particularly important in cascades, norm polarisations, and the emergent phase of a 

new norm (antripreneurship)









Memetic/narrative warfare
A method of information warfare and/or psychological warfare involving the 

propagation of memes on social media platforms

‘Weaponisation of content’

Normative contestation by another name

A fight for the control of narrative, ideas and social dynamics







Memetic tribes
A group of agents with a meme complex, or memeplex, that directly or indirectly seeks 

to impose its distinct map of reality — along with its moral imperatives — on others.

Like a team competing in the ‘marketplace of ideas’

Explicit or implicit cultural goals

Example: Lefttube/breadtube

List of memetic tribes (including Hestia Society)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11Ov1Y1xM-LCeYSSBYZ7yPXJah2ldgFX4oIlDtdd7-Qw/edit#gid=0


Cancel culture/deplatforming
A form of boycott in which someone who has shared a questionable or unpopular 

opinion, or has had behaviour in their past considered offensive called out on social 

media, is "cancelled"; they are completely boycotted by many of their followers or 

supporters, often leading to massive declines in their careers, fanbase, and/or income

Analogous to exile

Even smaller transgressions undo years of compliance, or even activism

Associating with a perceived major transgressor also punished

Framing in relation to other norms, particularly ones that securitise the issue







Influencers
Internet celebrities (many followers in some form or another) who uses their platform 

to endorse products (marketing tool) and opinions (political and social commentary)

More followers = larger platform

Powerful influencers have a platform for norm entrepreneurship, to endorse or 

denounce emergent norms, and to support or accuse individuals/groups







Engagements 
Retweets/follows/subscriptions/likes/shares/hashtag usage

A measuring stick for success on social media

Influencer marketing

A measuring stick for compliance and contestation in cascade phase


